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Medbeds and Med Bed Technology See Growing Demand Around the World

What is a "medbed" and what type of technology do medbeds use to help people? As the term medbed or
"med beds" continues to circulate so too does the curiosity of people to understand what is a medbed?, how
they work and the benefits of them.

RICHMOND, Va. - Oct. 13, 2021 - PRLog -- What is a "medbed" and what type of technology do med
beds use to help people? As the term medbed or "med beds" continues to circulate so too does the curiosity
of people to understand what is a medbed?, how they work and the benefits of them.

The term "medbed" is becoming popular as many media outlets discuss possible hidden technology that
may soon be released to the public. The fact is however that there are a host of medbeds and medbed
technologies available right now that offer Tesla and healing at home technologies. One company called
Anti Aging Bed offers a wide variety of "medbed" products that have come from years of work from top
engineers, Integrative doctors and the inventor John Baxter. This includes Reich scalar, Tesla, FAR
infrared, EMF shielding, electromagnetic and telomere technologies. This technology offers a host of
benefits including helping the body discharge free radicals and improve sleep.

As this "medbed" technology goes out to the public so too does the testimonials and growing list of benefits
to those using the technology. Anti aging, detoxification,cellular regeneration,healing and recovery are
some of the documented benefits that are reported from medbed users. There are a wide range of medbed
models and packages including the Baxter 1000 Bio MedBed starter package which starts at $1,995 and
includes the top selling Anti Aging Bed Cover, EMF Shielding Dome Canopy (Faraday Protection), Baxter
BioShield (Complete Home & Office Protection) and the The Sauce 5 pc Set (Transdermal Biotechnology).

The "Tesla Bio Medbed" provides the core essentials of cellular regeneration, detoxification, and the
required energy, frequency, and vibration of technology to assist in maximum recovery of the body. Tesla
technology is an entry level medbed technology based on reducing cellular stress and inflammation in the
body. As this technology develops so to do the models and ways the medbed technology can be given. Last
week the Anti Aging Bed CEO John Baxter announced that they are 60 days away from having plasma
chamber and hyperbaric medbed chambers coming to the market. This will take "medbeds" to another level
and start looking like something from a science fiction movie.

As the word "medbed" or "med beds" continues to circulate through the public, the knowledge and
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information on this technology will continue to expand to help educate people about what medbeds are and
how they work. People will learn about cellular health and rejuvenation and be able to put these
technologies to use.The wide variety of technologies and products available from the Anti Aging Bed
company give people in all walks of life options to living happier and healthier lives. Medbeds are no
longer far away and distant technologies of the future, they are current and present technologies that are
being used now and the Anti Aging Bed company is a leader bringing these to people all over the world.

For more information on medbeds and med bed technology visit
https://tinyurl.com/medbed-models
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